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Abstract

Suzuki dynamic fixation is one of the excellent methods in management of pylon fractures and fracture dislocations of PIP joints in the fingers. The cost of this surgery is very cheap since it depends on K-Wires in creation of its framework. This technique is very effective in producing good Range of motion of the affected digit if was applied and maintained well. There are some complications that can negatively affect on the outcome especially sliding of the k-wires through their bone track which imbalance the traction and causes painful motion and can also causes pin track infection. Here we mention a simple modification which solve this issue and increase the safety and efficacy of Suzuki dynamic traction.

Introduction

Pylon fractures and fracture dislocations are not uncommon injuries of PIP joint of fingers especially the little and ring fingers during sport activities or construction work as well. These injuries are usually high energy type and associated with destruction of articular surface of the PIP joint which can cause stiff joint and consequently bad digit. There are many types of fixation for such fractures, but the best outcome is always seen with dynamic type of fixation which allows the patient to start range of motion activity soon after surgery and decrease the incidence of stiffness [1-3].

Discussion

The famous methods of management are Suzuki dynamic traction, volar plate arthroplasty and also hemi-hamate bone grafting. In our experience we found that Suzuki dynamic traction is an excellent way of management due to the following causes:

a) Cheap surgery, the K-wires are so cheap.

b) Minimal invasive (percutaneous approach)

c) Dynamic type of fixation (patient mobilize his finger from first day postop).

On the other way we found that k wire migration (sliding through the bone affects the whole balance of fixation and causes:

a. angulation of finger

b. painful motion

c. limited range of motion

d. higher incidence of pin track infection.

Here we describe our simple modification in the Suzuki frame which we used in 7 cases till the time of writing of this case report. Our main goal was to get balanced frame which does not lose its stability on the transverse plane. We used the rubber pieces from insulin injection to control the distance of each side of frame accurately. For the K –wire passing through the
head of proximal phalanx we used one and a half rubber pieces on each side and the wire was bended just at that distance [4].

For the distal wires we used one rubber piece on each side and got the wires bended at that distance (Figure 1 & 2). The tip of wires which was cut distally was coated with piece of rubber and dermabond to get securely fixed [5].

Results

The frame was kept for 4 weeks and weekly follow up was done by us and occupational therapists who frequently adjusted the springs to keep the desired traction [6]. We encountered no change of stability of the frame and the fixation was well maintained in the desired direction with no infection.

Conclusion

Our simple modification of Suzuki frame provides increased stability of the frame and good favorable outcome.
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